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Cyber-ShARE Organization

Our Focus
Cyber-ShARE focuses on the following projects, each with significant contributions to the educational components:
• Computer Science-Believing and Accepting Cyber-Results:
focuses on promoting the scientist’s use of CI by including
trust and uncertainty management in support of workflow

Motivation

results.

The application of CI by scientists has the potential to transform

• Geoscience-Integrated Analysis for Development of 3-D Models

science discovery, especially with respect to large datasets being

of Earth Structure; addresses the problem of obtaining

colleted in all fields of science. CI can enable scientists to per-

different results from the analysis of geophysical studies

form innovative science regardless of their geological location.

of the Earth’s structure, mainly due to mischaracteriza-

One major obstacle that has hindered CI-enabled science from

tion of measurement uncertainty, by applying results from

being fully embraced by science communities is the transition

optimization and trust models research (e.g., data assimila-

from using locally held resources, such as discipline knowl-

tion and inversion methods using sensor information) to
geophysics.

edge, data sets, software applications, and scientific results, to
resources available through a network or grid. The latter requires

• Environmental Science-Advancing the Utility of Cyberinfrastruc-

assurance that the resources are accurate, reliable and trust-

ture in Environmental Science: addresses the challenge of

worthy. CI must support scientists and other CI users in making

optimizing data streams and sensor arrays in ecological

informed decisions about the resources that they retrieve and

and environmental networks through use-case studies to

establishing confidence in results from queries as well as in the

improve characterization of various environmental phe-

steps used to generate a result.

nomena and processes.

“

The application of CI by scientists has the
potential

to

ery, especially

transform
with

science

respect to

discov-

large

data-

sets being collected in all fields of science.
-Cyberinfrastructure as defined by the
National Science Foundation CI Council

“
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From th e Dire ctor
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Hello,
Our team is excited that the National Science Foundation

broader community, as well as creating educational com-

has provided funding to establish the Cyber-ShARE Center

ponents that use CI to attract our youth to STEM fields and

of Excellence at the University of Texas at El Paso. The

train the future workforce. The Cyber-ShARE team envisions

Cyber-ShARE Center brings together researchers from Com-

a center in which students and faculty from all disciplines

puter Science, Environmental Science, Geological Sciences,

can gather to discuss, brainstorm, and search for solutions

Mathematics, and Teacher Education who are committed to

to problems, and it hopes to serve as a vital and useful

develop state-of-the-art software and tools in support of cy-

resource for scientists, engineers, and educators.

berinfrastructure (CI). These professionals are also resolved
to creating a community of researchers and educators who

The Cyber-ShARE Center looks forward to giving workshops

use and contribute to Cyber-ShARE resources, as well as

on CI, connecting with outreach efforts on campus, and

other means of “cyber-collaboration.” The Cyber-ShARE

assisting faculty who wish to share their data, algorithms,

team hopes to advance research in science and engineer-

methods, tools, and educational tools with others through

ing by integrating expertise from diverse disciplines to

CI. We encourage you to attend our Distinguished Lecture

develop improved algorithms and investigate innovative

Series, or to view the lectures via our portal if you are un-

solutions to research questions posed by the investigators

able to attend in person.

of Cyber-ShARE projects. Our efforts include populating
the Cyber-ShARE portal with data, software and educational

We welcome your comments and look forward to establish-

components, ontologies, and workflows for use by the

ing new collaborations.

Sincerely,

Ann Q. Gates
Director of Cyber-Share Center
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M is s io n , Vis ion , G oals, an d Core Valu e s

Vision

The University of Texas at El Paso envisions the Cyber-ShARE Center as a nationally and internationally recognized center for innovative (CI) research that facilitates the use of CI to advance
education and interdisciplinary science and engineering collaborations.

Mission, Vision, Goals, and Core Values

Mission

The mission of the Cyber-ShARE Center is to advance and integrate education and research in
uncertainty, trust, and optimization in support of cyberinfrastructures to:
•

Develop and promote scientist-centered software services and middleware and tools that
help scientists use technologies such as provenance, ontologies, and workflows.

•

Promote collaborative and interdisciplinary research approaches to advance the state of the
art in earth and environmental sciences.

Goals

The Cyber-ShARE Center has four goals:
•

Develop an approach based on provenance, trust and uncertainty computation that inspires
confidence in results obtained with CI.

•

Create a CI-enabled synergistic environment to support advances in earth and environmental science.

•

Train and educate a new generation of computer and interdisciplinary scientist who can
effectively use CI-based software services and middleware and tools to advance science,
mathematics, and technology.

•

Contribute CI resources to appropriate portals in the discipline areas that are supported by
the Center.

Core
values

The Cyber-ShARE Center embraces these core values:
•

Champion diversity by actively recruiting and involving students, teachers, and faculty from
underserved groups in the Center’s research and activities.

•

Excel in cyberinfrastructure research with intergrity and accountability.

•

Promote cooperation among people from different backgrounds and disciplines.

•

Serve as a catalyst of change.

Annual Report
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THE CYBER-ShARE CENTER

2007 Center Highlights

OVERVIEW
The Cyber-ShARE Center concentrates specifically on the aspects of CI that deal with soft-

The CYBER-Share Center has supported research in operations research conducted by Dr.

ware and middleware services and tools, with the focus on the development of scientific CI

Eduardo Quiñonez, a faculty member of the Mathematical Sciences Department, by provid-

applications and on training the next generation of scientists who can effectively use CI to

ing access to the Cyber-ShARE Center’s computational cluster and consulting time for setting

perform leading-edge science.

up software tools and experimental models.

Synergy

•Drs. Ann Gates and Rodrigo Romero col-

• The Cyber-ShARE Center hosts a ‘Distin-

The combination of CI and human resources, i.e., scientists, educators, and students,

laborated with Dr. Lawrence E. Murr, the

guished Lecture Series’ that invites sci-

underpins the collaborative and synergistically beneficial environment that is established in

Chairman of the Department of Metal-

entists who are involved in cutting-edge

Cyber-ShARE. CI and its mobilizing effect on sharing knowledge, methods, techniques, and

lurgical and Materials Engineering, and

research in science and cyberinfra-

approaches are central to Cyber-ShARE’s mission of creating a cooperative environment for

other faculty members in his depart-

structure. Dr. Juan Vargas (Google) and

interdisciplinary research. A common thread through Cyber-ShARE’s principal projects is the

ment, the Department of Electrical and

Dr. Cecilia Aragon (Lawrence Berkeley

use of provenance for encoding trust and uncertainty.

Computing Engineering, the Depart-

National Laboratory) were the Spring

ment of Chemistry, and the Department

2008 speakers.

of Mechanical Engineering to submit a

Activities

proposal to NSF for the creation of an

In addition to the research activities and tool, ontology, workflow, and software services devel-

International Materials Institute (IMI).

opment, the Cyber-ShARE Center engages in the following activities: annual workshops aimed

The proposed IMI would collaborate

at educating undergraduate and graduate students and faculty, including members of under-

with the Cyber-ShARE Center by includ-

represented groups from outside UTEP; development of K-16 educational models geared for

ing metadata and provenance in IMI-

educating the next-generation CI scientist and tied to existing outreach efforts in the Col-

generated data and results, supporting

leges of Education, Engineering, and Science; a Cyber-ShARE Visiting Researcher program

the development of ontologies and

for sponsoring faculty and advanced students from underrepresented groups from outside

workflows for materials research, using

UTEP to work with researchers at the Center for a week, as well as producing a Distinguished

standard procedures to documenting

Lecture series that invites 4 scientists per year who are involved in cutting edge research in

course materials to be disseminated

science and CI; Cyber-ShARE Research Scholar recognition for students involved in research;

through Cyber-ShARE, participating in

a Cyber-ShARE Research Experiences for Undergraduates program that involves students in

CI-enabled collaboration frameworks,

research using the Affinity Research Group model that uses focused activities for developing

and introducing CI-based remote in-

students’ technical, professional, communication, and research skills.

strumentation for international research
and education projects.
• The Cyber-ShARE Center has been the

• Dr. Heidi A. Taboada from the Industrial
Engineering Department presented a
talk titled ‘Multiple Objective Optimization using Evolutionary Algorithms,’
which was attended by faculty and
students from the Industrial Engineering Department, the Mathematical
Sciences Department, and the Department of Computer Science.
• Dr. Bridget Konter from the Department of
Geological Sciences has contributed
outreach components for posting at the
Cyber-ShARE portal. In addition, she
and Dr. Jaspar Konter have committed to contribute metadata-enhanced
geological data sets for posting at the
Cyber-ShARE portal and to participate

Findings

venue for research meetings and pre-

Following the Center’s dissemination plan, the portal at www.Cyber-ShARE.utep.edu was

sentations of the teams lead by Aaron

standards for geological data metadata

created by Cyber-ShARE staff and student Research Scholars. CI resources are available at

Velasco and Paulo Pinheiro.

and outreach components.

in the identification or development of

(http://www.cybershare.utep.edu/resources).
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BELIEVING
AND ACCEPTING

CYBER-RESULTS

“

body

Another focus has been on the development

implementation details irrelevant to the ex-

of TrustMap, a strategy for propagating and

perts. As a result, domain experts can better

aggregating trust about a scientific artifact.

understand and, thus, enhance the workflow

CI-Learner is another approach that has

functionality with less help from computer

been developed to extract a social trust

scientists. The workflow-driven ontology

network from information available on the

(WDO) approach has been formalized and

web. The approach considers co-authorship

WDO-specific tools have been developed to

as explicit evidence of trust between agents

replace generic tools such as OWL editors

of the network (e.g., trust relations), and it

and spreadsheets.

Be lievin g an d A cceptin g Cy be r-Re s u lts

“

Research

limits its scope to individuals who can be
extracted from a starting scientific portal.

In addition, the project research team has
been developing new and faster algorithms

An IRIS use case scenario was developed

for processing uncertainty related to

and used to extract trust network infor-

cyberinfrastructure where different data

mation for the Earth Science community

points have different information about their

associated with IRIS. The activities have

uncertainty.

demonstrated the potential of providing
trust recommendations through the use of
trust maps, as well as the use of data to
construct a social trust network in the area

Goals of the project
1.

Enhance cyber-results with provenance

2.

Extend provenance to include uncertainty
models

3.
4.
5.

The Computer Science project addresses the complex problem of

of gravity. A student researcher conducted a

using provenance as the key enabler for integrating trust manage-

CI-Learner user study that has been used to

ment and uncertainty management in distributed environments like

better understand many aspects of the trust

the grid. Drs. Pinheiro da Silva (lead), Kreinovich, and Gates contrib-

network that has been extracted by the tool.

ute to the project. The project supports research that will lead to a

The study presents an overall trend of test

uniform way of representing, combining, propagating and aggregat-

subjects seeing the CI-Learner ranking as

ing uncertainty and trust.

somehow useful; however, as pointed out by
one test subject, it is possibly biased by not

Compute levels of uncertainty from uncertain-

In 2008, the project focused on the development of a lightweight

taking into consideration extracted people

ty enhanced provenance

version of the Proof Markup Language (PML) for encoding justifica-

who are not necessarily scientists and who

Extend provenance to include trust models

tions. PML has been widely used in a number of U.S. Government

are highly-ranked, e.g., ‘network operators’

Compute trust recommendations from trust-

projects including NSF/ W3C Policy Aware Web, DARPA Personal

are over-ranked.

enhanced provenance

Assistant that Learns, DARPA Rapid Knowledge Formation, DARPA
Markup Language (DAML), ARDA Advanced Question & Answering

The project research team examined

(AQUAINT) and ARDA Novel Intelligence from Massive Data. The

abstract workflows in the form of workflow-

simpler, restricted set of PML constructs that is being developed

driven ontologies to document and design

at Cyber-ShARE encodes basic justifications and can be used by a

workflow artifacts. An abstract workflow can

restricted set of Inference Web tools to perform useful tasks such as

be manipulated by domain experts because

the retrieval and browsing of provenance information related to trust

the workflow’s level of abstraction hides

Top image:
Student using
one of the
computer labs at
the Cyber-ShARE
Center.
Bottom image:
Vladik Kreinovich

and uncertainty.
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I n te g rate d A n aly is fo r Deve lopme n t of 3-D M ode ls of Ear th Structuuter

UTEP CS and Geology
students/staff conducting
seismic field work in the East
Potrillo Mountains, near El
Paso. Geology and Computer
Science students helped deploy
“Texan” seismographs that
detected seismic signals from a
mini-vibrator source (apparatus
in background pictures). The
goal of the work is to image
the subsurface geometry of a
range-bounding fault that has
experienced 5 to 6 magnitude earthquakes in the last
360,000 years. Data from
the survey will be analyzed
using seismic tomography and
near-vertical incidence seismic
reflection methods.

Integrated
Analysis for
Development of
3-D Models of

Earth Structure

The research activities have resulted in a

cyberinfrastructure-related data processing.
The optimization team focused on the one-

novel technique that has enabled the team

dimensional inverse problem and on mixing

to come up with uncertainty estimates.

their techniques into a multi-objective opti-

These estimates are in accordance with the

mization code for analyzing the data integra-

geophysicists’ expertise for active seismic

tion problem. Drs. Argaez and Velazquez,

inverse problems. The team has recently de-

in collaboration with others on the project,

veloped a framework for merging the output

have identified that their optimization tech-

from different data sets, a new data fusion
approach. In

niques can
be applied at
two different levels:
(a) addition

The Goal of the Geological Sciences
project is to determine the physical
properties of the earth by advanc-

the research
group is looking into new

of Argaez’s

ing data

The goal of the Geological Sciences project is to determine the

interior-point

mation

physical properties of the earth by advancing data fusion of dis-

code to the in-

and developing techniques and ap-

seismic veloc-

tinct information sources and by studying and developing tech-

ner iterations

proaches for integrating data with

ity models

niques and approaches for integrating data with varying accu-

of the Hole’s

racy and sensitivity. Drs. Velasco (lead), Velazquez, Argaez, and

Algorithm,

Kreinovich contribute to the goals. The faculty and students in-

(b) imple-

volved in the project represent a wide range of disciplines: geo-

mentation of a hybrid optimization at the

including output from controlled source

sciences,

top level where the entire optimization

geophysical profiles, potential field data

technique used by the Hole’s algorithm

(gravity), and passive source geophysical

The project has focused on using the workflow-driven ontologies

will be replaced. Argaez and Velazquez

data sets (receiver functions and surface

(WDO) approach to develop a WDO in the area of seismology, ontolo-

are also investigating how such tech-

waves). Finally, the inversion approach

gies of basic optimization codes, and a workflow for Hole’s Code, a

niques can be mixed with multi-objective

based on the work of J. A. Hole is be-

seismic travel time tomography modeling system. Another activity has

optimization that has been identified as a

ing optimized for better performance.

gauged uncertainty of the results of data processing, in particular,

key component to do data integration.

computational

mathematics,

and

computer

science.

varying

fusion of distinct infor-

particular,

sources

and

accuracy

by

and

studying

sensitivity.

approaches
that merge

from various
data sets and
methods,
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IRBIS
IN ALASKA

This summer, summer 2008, I spent a

My stay in Barrow and the collaboration

month in Barrow, Alaska. The purpose

with the SEL students was a great experi-

of my trip was to perform a case study in

ence. First, there was great satisfaction in

which I collaborated with UTEP Systems

seeing one of my applications being used

Ecology Lab (SEL) environmental scientists

in real life, and especially knowing the

studying the global warming phenomenon.

impact that this application may have in

SEL environmental scientists use a robotic
tram system to collect data from tundra vegetation. The tram system consists of three
300-meter tramlines and a robotic cart that
collect a range of data using sensors that are

ADVANCING THE UTILITY OF
CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE IN

activated at selected points along the path
of the tramline. Currently, once the tram
system is situated in place and begins taking
measurements, it requires constant moni-

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

toring from a human operator to verify the
quality of the data and correct equipment

studying global warming changes. I never
thought that I could apply my knowledge
in computer science to solve problems in
another field such as environmental science. Also, I learned that by collaborating
with scientists from other fields, research
becomes more exciting, especially because
people from other fields bring different
perspectives to the problems we are trying
to solve and that synergy really motivates
you to think about better solutions.

operation. The operator’s work becomes

Personally, I never thought I would enjoy

difficult due to weather conditions, such as

being out in the field so much. As a computer scientist, most people would think

The goal of the Environmental Science project is to address the

the establishment of an eddy covariance tower that

strong winds or freezing temperatures, which

challenge of optimizing data streams and sensor arrays in ecological

measures landscape level CO² and energy flux.

might prevent an accurate judgment of the

that we are destined to spend our lives in

data. Additionally, there is a certain degree

cubicles coding, but I discovered that this

and environmental networks through case studies targeting improved
• A Ph.D. student in UTEP’s Environmental Science and Engineering

of uncertainty about the quality of the data

is not necessarily true. We can also be

Craig Tweedie (lead) and Vladik Kreinovich work on this project.

program has attended a 3-week course that has provided ad-

as it is being obtained from the sensors.

in the field, in touch with nature, and still

Dr. Tweedie has initiated four research components in this project,

vanced training on the establishment, maintenance, problem

Unfortunately, it might be the case that a

be able to apply our CS expertise. Also,

solving and data pro-

scientist spends a whole day acquiring data

I was able to refine my communications

to later find that the data are corrupted.

skills, especially being able to effectively

characterization of environmental phenomena and processes. Drs.

where each component has relevance
to established or developing regional,

The goal of the project is to address the

cessing and analysis

national and international environmen-

challenge of optimizing data streams and

required for eddy

tal observatories or observatory net-

sensor arrays in ecological and environ-

covariance techniques.

works. The research component and

mental networks through case studies tar-

associated results are described next:
• Quality assurance and optimiza-

geting

improved

vironmental

phenomena

tion tools for advanced static
field-based instrumentation that improve characterization of
environmental tipping points and stochastic events while minimizing data transmission and improving trust in data streams.
• With assistance from collaborators and Ameriflux, the team
has acquired the required instrumentation for

characterization
and

of

en-

processes.

• The team has created and circulated
a questionnaire to

select members of Ameriflux. The questionnaire details
perceived weaknesses and challenges associated with

As part of my work in Burrows, I developed a runtime data quality monitoring
system that allows environmental scientists
to remotely verify the quality of the data
as it was being obtained from the sensors in the tram system. This work is the
result of a multidisciplinary collaboration
I performed with Santonu Goswani, a Ph.D

exchange ideas with colleagues from other
research fields. I was also able to build
strong connections with colleagues from the
environmental science field, and I learned
new mentoring models that I could bring to

As

computer science. Finally, this experience

tist, most people would

gave me the final motivation I needed to

think that we are des-

complete my Ph.D. Knowing that scientists

a

computer

scien-

can use my research as an aid in solving an

tined to spend our lives

important world issue, just blew my mind.

in cubicles coding, but

automated data acquisition, processing and analysis.

student in the SEL. Santonu provided the

This data is being fit to a workflow to help prioritize our

scientific resources (i.e., datasets, mod-

planned research in this field, which will include sensitiv-

els, and specifications) necessary for me

I

ity analysis and a series of experiments to develop logic

to complete the project, and he worked

is not necessarily true.

for trust and optimization algorithm development.

closely with me to refine the application.

discovered

that

this
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K-16 Outreach
Dr. Giza, Education Outreach coordinator, has worked with Drs.

• PRESENTATION TO GRADUATING HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS and their
parents at the UTEP Welcome Scholars Event. Number of attend-

that was initially used in the ExCiTES summer activities, and was

ees: 20 high school seniors.

included on CD-Rom and in web-based materials housed at the
Cyber-ShARE website. In the pilot version of this template, the STEM

• THE EXCELLENCE IN TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND

activity included alignment to state and national educational stan-

SCIENCE (ExciTES) Summer Institute (ExCiTES) is a STEM initia-

dards, and with the assistance of undergraduate students from the

tive in the UTEP College of Engineering that provides summer

Cyber-ShARE program, was presented in both English and Spanish.

workshops for middle school and high school students. The objec-

The template is being used for Geoscience activities developed by Dr.

tive of the institute is to create an awareness of the various excit-

Bridget Konter and is being piloted in Dr. Giza’s Fall 2008 graduate

ing fields in science and engineering and to encourage participants

course in "Teaching Science in Multilingual Settings." The template

to pursue degrees, especially Science and Engineering degrees.

aligns with national standards that include the Benchmarks for Sci-

Attendees were introduced to the use of Cyberinfrastructure for

ence Literacy, The National Science Education Standards, and the

research and education. Number of attendees: 65 middle and high

International Society for Technology in Education. In July 2008, Dr.

school students.

Giza piloted the bilingual version of the template and the College of
Engineering ExCiTES outreach activity in a workshop presented to a

ated to build awareness of the geosciences among

Education Project Sabemos initiative.

local high school students (sophomores and juniors) and their

Outreach Efforts

OUTREACH AND

TRAINING

• Science Pathways program: an NSF-funded program initi-

group of Mexican teachers visiting UTEP as part of the College of

• UTEP MOTHER-DAUGHTER/FATHER-SON PROGRAM: an ongoing
STEM initiative housed in the College of Education that provides
workshops, conferences, and other activities targeted at inspiring
middle school females and minorities to work towards academic
success. It pairs students and their parents in building a vision of
a future in STEM careers. Number of attendees: 30 middle school

teachers. The camp presents topics in the geosciences that
demonstrate how the various high school science courses can
be integrated with the geosciences. Number of attendees: 20
students
• Presentations on Cyberinfrastructure in research education. Number of attendees: 284 engineering freshmen

students.

In line with Cyber-ShARE Center’s goal of educating and training
the future generation of scientists and engineers, the Cyber-ShARE

Research Scholars to participate in research and educational activi-

Some of the researchers are using

ties. Some of the researchers are using the Affinity Research Group

the Affinity Research Group model

model developed at UTEP that focuses on the deliberate develop-

developed at UTEP that focuses on

ment of students’ technical, research, communication, and profes-

the deliberate development of students’ technical, research, communication, and professional skills.

“

“

Center provides an environment for undergraduate and graduate

sional skills. In keeping with the model, students are integrated into
all aspects of research and are encouraged to contribute to archival
publications and to present their work at local and national meetings.
Undergraduate Research Scholars have participated as facilitators

Making Music Out of

Earthquake Sounds

Using an audio-editing soft-

produce such sounds, and

ware tool to create multitrack

modify the audio to create

music, the Cyber-ShARE

rhythmic tracks for rudimen-

Earthquake Audio Editing

tary fast-paced music.

Workshop engages students
in the learning process.

Earthquake sounds are
filtered, trimmed, pitch-

During the activity, students

adjusted, and replicated to

and assistants in outreach presentations and workshops. They have

take a file with an audio

create a unique, crisp beat

also translated educational material currently posted at Cyber-ShARE

recording of an actual earth-

that can be blended with

Center’s portal into Spanish, which stimulates scholar activity in the

quake, listen to the sounds,

student voices and instru-

bilingual, bicultural region where the Cyber-ShARE Center is located

hear a brief description

mental music to produce an

and allows the Center’s Educational Lead activities to reach an inter-

of the seismic waves that

intriguing new song.

national audience.
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Ou tre ach an d Train in g

Romero and Gates to develop and pilot a curriculum template

Work s h ops an d Le ctu re s

Distinguished Lecture Series
The Cyber-ShARE Center sponsors a Distinguished Lecture
Series. The lectures given in the 2008 spring semester in
collaboration with the Computing Alliance of HispanicServing Institutions, Lawrence-Berkeley National Laboratory, and Google Inc. are as follows:

• Dr. Juan E. Vargas, the University Relations Manager of
Google Inc., presented the lecture "Connecting Dots
in a Flat World." He discussed the transformational

Photos taken from “Summer Southwest Regional Cyberinfrastructure
Workshop’ held on August 10, 2007 at the University of Texas at El Paso.

impact of technological infrastructure on fields as
diverse as nano-engineering, bioinformatics, drugdiscovery, health care, and electronic commerce. He

WORKSHOPS AND

LECTURES

offered a view of the future of computing and multidisciplinary scientific endeavors.

• Dr. Cecilia Aragon, from the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, presented the lecture "Sunfall: Visual Analytics for Astrophysics." She discussed the justification, the design, and the impact of Sunfall, a pioneering system for interactive visualization and analysis of

Workshops

supernova graphical and spectral data. Sunfall is cur-

To prepare for the newly awarded CREST Center in August 2007, Drs.

rently in production at the nearby Supernova Factory.

Workshop Objectives

Gates and Pinheiro da Silva requested support from the NSF Office

1.

Promote awareness of the role of CI in con-

Regional Cyberinfrastructure Workshop," that was held on August

ducting research.

10, 2007 at the University of Texas at El Paso. The attendance to

2.

Engage scientists on the use of tools in support of CI-based tasks, and in particular, in the

of Cyberinfrastructure to deliver a workshop, "Summer Southwest

the workshop included 22 participants (2 from bioinformatics; 3
from mathematical sciences; 2 from geosciences; 2 from educa-

Building Collaborations
to Advance Cyberinfrastructure:
Perspective of a
Software Engineer

The GEON Cyberinfrastructure

the University of California,

Summer Institute for Geosci-

San Diego campus and had

task of encoding scientific process as work-

electrical and computer engineering, and 6 from computer science).

entists aims to improve the

approximately 35 attend-

flows.

Participants also came from Texas A&M Corpus Christi, Arizona State

understanding of IT concepts

ees. Ann Gates presented

University, and Universidad Metropolitana de Puerto Rico. The work-

among geoscientists with the

a talk entitled, “Building

shop presented tutorials on the basic functions of the Kepler Scien-

goal of increasing demand

Collaborations to Advance

tific Workflow Management System and the Workflow-Driven Ontology

for CI from the geoscience

Cyberinfrastructure: Perspec-

(WDO- It!) tool. The specific objectives of the workshop were to:

tion; 1 high school teacher; 2 from physics; 1 from physics; 3 from

community. The week-long an-

tive of a Software Engineer”

1.

Promote awareness of the role of CI in conducting research and

nual workshop was held this

in which she highlighted

2.

Engage scientists on the use of tools in support of CI-based

year on August 11-15, 2008

the collaborative work at

tasks, and in particular, in the task of encoding scientific pro-

at the Synthesis Center on

the Cyber-ShARE Center.

cess as workflows.
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Improved techniques for the optimal sensor placement under uncertainty

•

Improved techniques for eliciting information from the experts;

•

Improved techniques for translating expert-formulated specification into easier-to-verify formal ones

•

Algorithms for handling the effect of uncertainty on machine learning.

FACULTY SUPPORT
•

Dr. Bridget Konter: support for efforts proposed in Faculty Early Career Development project, "CAREER: An integrated geologic, geodetic,
and paleoseismic study of plate boundary stress evolution and geoscience education utilizing the EarthScope database."

•

CYBER-ShARE CENTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Dr. Ricardo von Borries: support for efforts proposed in AFOSR Young Investigator Research Program, "Advanced Signal Processing for
Integrated Evaluation of Human Muscle Fatigue."

•

Dr. Eduardo Quiñones: access to the Center’s computational cluster and consultation for application of software tools and creation of
experimental models.

•

Dr. Brian Giza: support for efforts proposed in ITEST Strategies Project Proposal: "Active and Interactive STEM Experiences for Students
and Educators (AIA-S-ESE)."

New Resources
•

TrustMap: the design, development, testing and evaluation of a comprehensive distributed provenance solution contributes to the
documentation of scientific processes. The TrustMap evaluation has demonstrated the potential benefit for annotating maps with trust
recommendations, although the results are preliminary.

•

WDO-It tool: Ontologies allow for creating logical data models of scientific systems that can be used for software design. Since ontologies are annotated with semantic detail, they can be used to reason about data integrating with data, data integrating with workflow and
to infer qualities about the interaction of data with workflow, like uncertainty. Since these specifications are being performed during the
design of the workflow, the evaluation of the model can occur prior to writing any code or running any implementations. Furthermore,
using a workflow editing tool like WDO-It provides a scientist-centered environment focused on the needs of the domain scientist, not
the computer scientist. As a result, domain experts can better understand and thus enhance the workflow functionality with less help of
computer scientists.

•

More efficient algorithms have been developed for processing uncertainty, especially uncertainty related to cyberinfrastructure,
where different data points come with different information about their uncertainty.

other contributions
•

Cyber-ShARE solutions are in use by the National Center for Atmospheric Research Earth and Sun Systems Lab, High Altitude
Observatory (NCAR/ESSL/HAO), the University of Michigan, and McGuinness Associates through the collaborative work on an SDCI Software for Digital Data and Middleware project (SPCDIS), which is a semantically enabled data ingest capability.

•

Techniques for processing uncertainty have been successfully applied to:
•

Biological aspects of environmental sciences, where, to handle the computations efficiently, it is important to aggregate data
about individual species into combined indices characterizing the ecosystem;

•

Biomedical engineering, where it is important to find optimal rehabilitation schedules under uncertainty;

•

Geometry where new efficient algorithms have been found to analyze 3-D objects;

•

Hydrology, where, to develop an efficient water policy, it is important to analyze -- under heavy uncertainty -- how changes (and
thus, contaminants) in surface water propagate into the groundwater;

•

Transportation engineering, where uncertainty in road congestion is often huge and needs to be taken
into account;

•

Social engineering, where a new way of fairly selecting voting districts under uncertainty has been proposed.
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2007

Research has resulted in:
•

CYBER-shARE CENTER

collaboratIONS
CEON Project

COLLABORATORS AND CONTACTS

ORGANIZATIONAL PARTNERS

The terrestrial Circumarctic Environmental Observatories Network (CEON) is a rapidly developing international network of arctic terrestrial

Omar Ghattas, Director of Center of Computational Geosciences, UT

AmeriFlux

and freshwater environmental observation platforms, networks, science experts and partners. CEON has received some of the highest level

Austin

Arctic Observing Network

international governmental (FARO, AC), non-governmental (IASC), and peer support possible for a relatively young and rapidly developing

Deana Pennington, Research Assistant Professor, PI CI-Team project

CAHSI-Computing Alliance of HSIs

international circumarctic science initiative. CEON’s mission is to strengthen the capacity for emerging monitoring, research and policy needs

and CoPI Science Environment for Ecological Knowledge (SEEK) Proj-

Circumarctic Environmental Observatory

at high northern latitudes by making information and data available that is adequate and suitable for addressing a series of well-defined key

ect, Long-Term Ecological Research Network Office, University of New

Geoscience Network (GEON)

Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico

National Ecological Observatory Network, Inc

Diane Baxter, Director of Education, San Diego Supercomputer Center

Nuna Technologies

G.R. Keller, School of Geology and Geophysics, University of Oklahoma

Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks

scientific questions and uncertainties. CEON’s CI is principally based at UTEP. CEON’s web portals link with other CI shared by its international and partnered networks, including data centers, educational institutions, instrumentation networks and research stations and sites.

Kate Miller, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Texas at

Virtual Solar Terrestrial Observatory (VSTO)

El Paso

GEON Project

Bridget Konter, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Texas

The NSF-funded Geosciences Network (GEON) project represents a collaborative effort among researchers from a broad cross section of IT

at El Paso

and earth science disciplines. The GEON effort involves researchers from 13 universities in building digital libraries of high-quality geological

Jaspar Konter, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Texas

information and integrated software tools for data access, analysis, modeling, and visualization. GEON is a resource for researchers, students,

at El Paso

teachers, and the public. The GEON grid is composed of computation clusters, and machines on the grid are geographically dispersed. UTEP

Ricardo von Borries, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer-

has a cluster with a 20 processor compute node and a 4 terabyte data node. With a UT System STARS award, Gates and Kreinovich extended

ing, University of Texas at El Paso

the GEON node with the purchase of a multiprocessor node and data node for handling compute intensive jobs and high volume data and

Eduardo Quiñones, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of

imagery, respectively.

Texas at El Paso
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disciplinary knowledge, research abilities, and team skills,
as well as their sense of professional identity. The CyberShARE research projects are structured so that computer
scientists, environmental scientists, and earth scientists
are working together on multi-disciplinary projects that
Cy be r-S h A RE Re s e arch S ch olars

develop students' expertise in CI and new methods of research, i.e., research that uses CI. Students also participate
in a Cyber-ShARE outreach component. The investigators
understand the impact of REU programs—Dr. Leticia Velazquez, a Cyber-Share co-PI, was funded by the Materials
Research Center of Excellence (a CREST center) as an undergraduate student fifteen years ago, and she continued
her education and earned her Ph.D. from Rice University.

Images on the left side are of Aline Jaimes at the Jornada Basin Experimental
Range in the northern Chihuahuan Desert, New Mexico.
Image above is of Dr. Ann Gates Dr. Gates with Ph.D. students Aida Gandara and
Irbis Gallegos.

CYBER-share
RESEARCH SCHOLARS
collaboration

Science

through

with
the

Computer
Cyber-ShARE

Center is fundamental to the development of my dissertation project.

-Aline Jaimes

“

“

The

Aline

IN New Mexico
As an environmental science

towers to measure CO² , energy

student at the University of

and water balance. These towers

Texas at El Paso, I am very

will be coupled to mid-range op-

interested in understanding the

tical sampling tools that utilize

impact of global climate change

a robotic tramline system. This

around the world. With the re-

will allow scaling of ground-

cent warming of the poles, the

based relationships between

Cyber-ShARE actively recruits and funds undergraduate and graduate

release of huge amounts of CO²

optical reflectance and the func-

students, in particular students from underserved groups, to conduct

into the atmosphere will have

tional and structural attributes

fundamental research associated with Cyber-ShARE subprojects and

tremendous implications on

of various ecosystems using sat-

other Center projects. Students funded through the Center are called

ecosystems around the world;

ellite remote sensing. The tower

Cyber-Share Research Scholars. The Cyber-ShARE Research Experience

however, the net carbon flux

system and technology is being

for Undergraduates (Cyber-ShARE REU), unlike traditional REU efforts,

of arid and semiarid regions

implemented at the Jornada

uses the Affinity Research Group (ARG) model. ARGs are comprised of

remains relatively unstudied

Basin Experimental Range (a

undergraduate students who, along with graduate students and faculty

compared to other ecosystems.

Long Term Ecological Research

mentors, actively engage in discovery and sharing of ideas in a coop-

My dissertation project will be

site) located in the northern Chi-

erative environment. Application of the model entails the deliberate

addressing this subject through

huahuan Desert, approximately

design of research groups whose members share a common purpose –

the establishment of an eddy

25 km northeast of Las Cruces,

an affinity – and it emphasizes the conscious development of students'

covariance and bio-mesonet

New Mexico, USA.
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